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               Exercising with your SF-B1423C screen display will showcase the distance and time to keep you focused to achieving any type of personal fitness goals. The convenient scan mode displays your progress to assist you in tracking all your fitness goals.
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               Switch up the intensity of your workout with the convenient tension knob. With a simple twist, you can increase or decrease resistance so your workout can remain challenging and effective throughout your fitness journey. Perfect for any user's skill level!
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              40 LB FLYWHEEL 

               The heavier the flywheel, the smoother the ride. Sunny Health and Fitness' flywheel is second to none when it comes to feeling like you are really riding outdoors! No more jerky, out of control movements, regardless of speed or resistance level.
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              Felt pad resistance System 

               Smooth felt pad brake system allows for various tension levels providing an intense workout thus burning more calories.
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              Caged Foot Pedals 

               Proper foot placement is essential to any biking workout. Ensure your feet are securely in the right place with Sunny Health and Fitness's added foot cage feature. 
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              Bottle Holder 

               Bottle holder keeps your favorite beverage at arm's length! No need to stop to sip.
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              FITTING & ADJUSTMENTS 

               The seat can be adjusted for height and proximity to handlebars for setting up your cycle bike.
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              Transportation Wheels 

               Making the transformation of your home into your own personal fitness studio is effortless with these convenient transport wheels. Simply tilt and roll out for use or away for storage no need for heavy lifting or muscle strain.
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              "I decided on this one because it had a belt drive, 40lb flywheel (for a smoother ride), ability to adjust seat height for short people (I'm 5'2), bike computer, and of course the price."

              
B. Zambito, Sunny Customer
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        Specifications

      
      
        
          
          
            
              Technology

              	
                    device holder

                    yes

                  
	
                    digital monitor

                    Calories, Distance, Speed, Time, Scan

                  
	
                    flywheel weight

                    40 lb

                  
	
                    resistance levels

                    micro-adjustable

                  


            

          
        
          
          
            
              Comfort

              	
                    bottle holder

                    yes

                  
	
                    handlebar adjustment

                    up/down

                  
	
                    inseam adjustment

                    Min 27 in/Max 36 in

                  
	
                    pedal type

                    caged

                  
	
                    seat adjustment

                    up/down & forward/back

                  
	
                    seat dimensions

                    11L x 9.5W x 2.5H in

                  
	
                    seat to handlebar distance

                    Min 18 in/Max 23 in

                  
	
                    transportation wheels

                    yes

                  


            

          
        
          
          
            
              Engineering

              	
                    drive mechanism

                    chain drive

                  
	
                    emergency stop brake

                    yes

                  
	
                    floor stabilizers

                    yes

                  
	
                    max user weight

                    265 lb

                  
	
                    q-factor

                    216mm

                  
	
                    tension system

                    felt pad

                  


            

          
        
          
          
            
              Convenience

              	
                    product dimensions

                    47L x 20W x 44H in

                  
	
                    product weight

                    94 lb

                  
	
                    ship dimensions

                    41L x 10W x 35H in

                  
	
                    ship weight

                    106 lb

                  
	
                    warranty

                    1 year structural frame, 180 days other parts and components
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                    1 year structural frame, 180 days other parts and components
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